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The major threats to Namibia's 
woodlands are clearing of land 
for agriculture and too frequent
fires in the late dry season. 
Timber and fruit production  
become affected when tree 
regeneration can not keep up 
with trees harvested or 
destroyed by fires. Most trees 
grow very slowly; it often takes 
more than 90 years to reach 
large sizes.

Cleared woodland near Mashare Zambezi teak (Uhahe, Baikiaea 
plurijuga)

Manketti (Ugongo, Schinziophyton 
rautanenii)
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Communities can actively 
intervene to protect and 
improve timber and fruit 
production in the woodlands. 
They can become forest 
managers by preventing fire or 
decreasing fire damage, by 
pruning to improve timber 
quality and by assisting forest 
regeneration. This Kiaat (Uguva, Pterocarpus 

angolensis) tree has a stem diameter 
of 45 cm and is about 90 years old.

Increase timber wood and 
improve timber quality 
By pruning timber trees when 
they are young, more valuable 
timber wood can be obtained. 
The side branches are cut off 
when they are still small (DBH <
10 cm) to obtain a long, straight
bole. The main stem will grow 
longer and straighter as a 
result.

Kiaat with undesired bole qualities. 
The stem would be straighter if the 
side branch was removed early on.

Young Kiaat with desired bole 
qualities

The Future Okavango Project – Timber provision of woodlands, 2015
Photos: I. Zimmerman, F. Vander Heyden, J. De Ruytter, V. De Cauwer
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Fire prevention:
Reduce fuel load by creating 
wide fire breaks and herding of 
cattle on the fire breaks

Wide fire break in Hamoye state 
forest: cattle herding can be used 
instead of clearing by hand

Cattle belonging to all members of 
Nyege village get herded together in 
planned grazing   

Reduce fire damage to trees:
Fire damage at the stem base 
can be decreased by removing 
branches around the stem.

Branches and shrubs around tree 
stems act as fuel for fires and increase
fire damage.

Fire damage at the stem accumulates 
over the years until the tree falls 
down.

Guibourtia coleosperma (Ushivi) 
seeds germinate easily but need 
water and protection from the sun.
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Kiaat and Zambezi teak are the 
most sought after timber 
wood. The harvesting of the 
best timber quality trees makes
that the remaining large trees 
who regenerate are  mainly low
quality timber trees. Kiaat seedling (Uguva)

It is best to burn the bristles on the 
pods of Kiaat away by holding them a 
few seconds in a fire. 

Seeds from Kiaat and Dialium 
engleranum (Ghutimba) need 
removal from pods and nicking to 
break dormancy and allow 
germination.

Grow trees:
Grow trees near fields, villages 
and forest edges to get more 
and easy access to fruit, timber,
shade and wood. Kiaat is also a 
nitrogen fixer and hence a soil 
fertilizer for the fields. Trees 
can be grown from seeds or 
cutlings. They need watering 
when they are young and 
protection from grazing.


